Requirements for manuscripts submitted to Journal “Combustion and Explosion”

Journal “Gorenie i Vzryv (Moskva) — Combustion and Explosion” publishes theoretical, review, and discussion articles on the research and development in the field of physics of combustion and explosion, applied mathematics and gasdynamics, thermodynamics, thermochemistry, nanotechnology, chemical engineering, power engineering, and others.

The journal is published in Russian. By a special decision of the editorial board, some articles can be published in English.

Topics covered include the following areas:

– combustion and detonation of gases;
– combustion and detonation of heterogeneous systems; and
– combustion and detonation of condensed systems.

1. The Journal publishes original articles which have not been published before and are not intended for simultaneous publication in other editions. An article submitted to the Journal must not violate the Copyright law. Sending the manuscript to the Editorial Board, the authors retain all rights of the owners of the manuscript and transfer the nonexclusive rights to publish the article in Russian (or the language of the article, if not Russian) and its distribution in Russia and abroad to the Founders and the Editorial Board. Authors should submit a letter to the Editorial Board in the following form:

Agreement on the transfer of rights to publish:

“We, the undersigned authors of the manuscript “...,” pass to the Founder and the Editorial Board of the Journal “Combustion and Explosion” the nonexclusive right to publish the manuscript of the article in Russian (or in English) in both print and electronic versions of the Journal. We affirm that this publication does not violate the Copyright of other persons or organizations.

Author(s) signature(s): (name(s), address(es), date).”

This agreement should be submitted in paper form or in the form of a scanned copy (signed by the authors). The Editorial Board has the right to request from the authors an official expert conclusion that the submitted article has no classified data prohibited for publication.

2. A submitted article should be attached with the data on the author(s) (see item 8). If there are several authors, the contact person should be indicated who is responsible for correspondence with the Editorial Board and other authors about revisions and final approval of the proofs.

3. The Editorial Board of the Journal examines the article according to the established reviewing procedure. If authors receive their article for correction after reviewing, it does not mean that the article is approved to be published. The corrected article should be sent to the Editorial Board for the subsequent review and approval.

4. The decision on the article publication or its rejection is communicated to the authors. The Editorial Board may also send the reviews on the submitted articles to the authors. Any discussion upon the rejected articles is not possible.

5. The edited articles will be sent to the authors for proofread. The comments of the authors to the edited text of the article should be sent to the Editorial Board as soon as possible.

6. The manuscript of the article should be presented electronically in the MS WORD (.doc or .docx) or LATEX (.tex) formats and, additionally, in the .pdf format. All documents may be sent by e-mail or provided on a CD or flash. A hard copy submission is not necessary.

7. The recommended typesetting instructions for manuscript.

Pages parameters: format A4, portrait orientation, document margins (cm): left — 2.5, right — 1.5, above — 2.0, below — 2.0, footer 1.3.

Text: font — Times New Roman, font size — 14, paragraph indent — 0.5, line spacing — 1.5, justified alignment.

The recommended manuscript size: not more than 15 pages of the specified format.

The recommended number of figures: not more than 8.

Use only standard abbreviations. Avoid abbreviations in the title and abstract. The full term for which an abbreviation stands should precede its first use in the text unless it is a standard unit of measurement.

All pages of the manuscript should be numbered.

8. Articles should enclose data both in Russian and English:

– title;
– author’s name and surname;
– affiliation — organization, its address with ZIP code, city, country, and official e-mail address;
– data on authors according to the format:
  Family name, first name (year of birth) — degree, position, affiliation;
– abstract (not less than 100 words) both in Russian and in English. Abstract is a short summary of the article that can be published separately. The abstract is the main source of information on the article and it could be included in leading information systems and data bases. The abstract in English has to be an original text and should not be an exact translation of the Russian one. Good English is required. In abstracts, avoid references and formulae.
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- Indexing is performed on the basis of keywords. The use of keywords from the internationally accepted thematic Thesauri is recommended.
  
  **Important!** Keywords must not be sentences.
- Acknowledgments;
- Figure and table captions.

9. References. Russian references have to be presented both in English translation and in Latin transliteration.

Please take into account the following examples of Russian references appearance:

**Article in journal:**

**Journal article in electronic format:**

**Conference proceedings:**

**Books and other monographs:**

**Dissertation and Thesis:**

**State standards and patents:**


References in Latin transcription are presented in the original language.

References in the text are numbered according to the order of their first appearance; the number is placed in square brackets. All items from the reference list should be cited.

10. Manuscripts and additional materials are not returned to Authors by the Editorial Board.

11. Submissions of files by e-mail must include:
- the journal title and author’s name in the “Subject” field;
- an article and additional materials have to be attached using the “attach” function;
- an electronic version of the article should contain the file with the text and a separate file with figures.

12. “Combustion and Explosion” journal is not a profit publication. There are no charges for the authors as well as there are no royalties.

**Editorial Board address:**
4 Kosygin Str., Moscow 119334, Russia
Ph.: +7 (495) 939 72 28 Fax: +7 (495) 939 74 67
e-mail: smfrol@chph.ras.ru (to Sergey M. Frolov)